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KEY DEEP SPACE MISSION MILESTONES

























5-Year Mission Cumulative Dose












HSF MISSION CASE STUDIES



























DRA-5 MARS MISSION SCENARIOS












OUTER PLANET MISSION CASE STUDIES







OUTER PLANET MISSION CASE STUDIES







OUTER PLANET MISSION CASE STUDIES
Analysis Summary
HSF TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITY NEED
Propulsion System Specific Mass































































































































Expand Utilization of Near-Earth Space






Develop Efficient & Safe Transportation Through Space








Recommended Technology Prioritization Mission Category
1) Develop and flight demonstrate SEP (12.5 kW HET Quad-Cluster) and establish EMC 
relevant power extensibility ≥ 150 kW
Science/Commercial & 
EMC Hybrid/Split
2) Develop foundational technology for affordable Nuclear Thermal Propulsion and 
establish viability & feasibility, with good cost & schedule confidence, prior a decision 
to proceed with full-scale engine system development
EMC NTP &
Large Robotics
3) Mature in-space cryogenic liquid engine technologies for the development of
integrated MPS/RCS and descent/ascent engines applicable to EMC architecture EMC Split
4) Develop and demonstrate high thrust, low-freezing-point in-space storable propulsion 
that reduces spacecraft power burdens and provides for long-duration operation in 
extreme space environments
Robotic Science & 
EMC Hybrid
5) Develop and demonstrate small-scale launch systems & 𝜇-propulsion technologies
that would enable affordable high-∆V small spacecraft missions
Robotic Space & 
Commercial
6) Develop and demonstrate green propellant in-space propulsion that simplifies ground 
launch ops, increases performance, reduces spacecraft burdens, and extends 
extreme environments operability – facilitate green propellant commercialization & 
infusion
Robotic Science & 
Commercial
7) Identify, mature, and execute proof-of-principle demonstrations of breakthrough
propulsion technologies that could enable more ambitious missions to Mars & beyond



















































Diversified Propulsion R&T Investments
Inner	Solar	System
now	– 2050
Outer	Solar	System
2050	– 2100
Fast	Mars
Tech	Push
Fast	Mars
Tech	Push
